"La Nuit de France"

For the benefit of
Family and Child Services
and
L'Entraide Française

Under the Honorary Chairmanship of
Mrs. John F. Kennedy
and the Chairmanship of
Mrs. Horé Alphand
Mrs. Raymond Laporte
Encart sur les cadeaux offerts
Je vous les remercie les plus sincèrement pour la soirée et le repas donné par "La Joli de France" que vous organisez le 20 Mars, sur le quai et dont nous avons assisté. Nous avons été satisfaits de "Hally and Daniel Boviers" et de "Chanteurs Français".

L'ambiance et le prestige français furent excellents de la gastronomie, voilà aux alcools beaucoup en avez je vous félicite.

[Signature]

H. P. Illy.
Family and Child Services

Mrs. John F. Kennedy, Honorary Member of the Board of Trustees of "Family and Child Services," has accepted the Honorary Chairmanship of the 'fit,' this charity being one of the two beneficiaries.

Washington's "Family and Child Services" is the largest semi-governmental organization of its kind. It furnishes counseling on personal and family problems. It runs a licensed adoption service and provides care for children in need of temporary attention away from home.

For working mothers, the organization provides day care for their children in addition to evening nursery camps for youngsters.

Le Coeur Ikire Franchise

"Le Coeur Ikire Franchise" was organized to provide financial assistance to值得 Franch partners, in America of French descent and to all organizations who through their activities have contributed to the furtherance of good French-American relations.

This "fit" offers an opportunity to all those who are able to lend financial support and who are in sympathy with its purpose to contribute generously to this cause.

Member of the Committee

Mr. Howard Adair
Mrs. Howard Barnett
Mrs. Roy de Ross
Mrs. Ernest Brown
Mr. Novak & Brothers
Mrs. John R. Brown
Mrs. White Riggs

Godeaux Ruge-Charbonn
Mrs. Joseph Runnels
Ambassador William E. Barbour
Mr. Edward R. Bayly, Jr.
Mr. Frederick Semmes
Mr. H. Hardin Chaney
Mr. Philip Cornwath
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Mr. John Washington
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White-objective Francrob & Company, Inc.
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White-objective Francrob & Company, Inc.
Menu

LE CAVIAR DE LA VOLGA GARE SUR SOLE

LE MEDAILLON DE TURBOT DE ISSOIREAUX "FRANCOIS"

LE BOUQUET D'ASPERGES MOUSSE D'ON

LE PLEZ AIXISON DE CHAMOIS À LA PARISIENNE

LE FOIE BRAIS DES LANGER À LA SEIGNE AU CHAMPAGNE

LA SALADE CHIFFONADE

LE MONT BLANC AUX MARRONS

LA CORNETTE FLEURIE DE LA RUE DE LA PAIX

CAFE-LIQUEURS

Les Champagnes de France

CHAMPAGNE BRUT 1990
DE CASTELLANE - CHAPUIS HEIDEBECH - MERCIER - VION ET CHAMOON

G.H. MUMM & CO. - DI & A. PREL

LOUIS ROEDERER - SALON & CO. - TAITTINGER

HEIDEBECH & CO. VERNICOLE

CHAMPAGNE BRUT 1993
REBILLAT DE BELLFORD - BOULAYR - DE CANSACQ

VAUTS CLAUDE ROYER - MORESEY ROYER - VIVES & CO

GAUTHIER - VIEUX LAURENT POISSIER - PEREJOYET

JOSEPH PEREIRA & FILS - PIPER HEIDEBECH

MILLON & CO. - SEC

LAVOYER & FILS - DRY EXTRA SEC

MONTREMBALLO - CORON BLANC SEC

POL ROGER & CO. - DRY SPECIAL

DOMAINE & GIRO - CHARGE SEC

OFFERTS PAR LE CONSEIL INTERPROFESSIONNEL DU VIN DE CHAMPAGNE
PRÉSENTATION
DE MÉDIÈLES DES COLLECTIONS LUCIEN RICHEMONT
1797
ORGANISÉ PAR

LA DISTINGUÉE SOCIETÉ DES COMMERÇANTS DU DIAMANT

PRESIDENT:
JEAN RICHEMONT

SECRETARIAT:
FRANÇOIS LAROCHE

COMMISSION DES JUIX:
M. JACQUES DUMAS
M. JACQUES HENRY
M. JACQUES LUCIEN
M. JACQUES MATHIS
M. JACQUES POULIOT
M. JACQUES RICHEMONT
M. JACQUES RICHEMONT
M. JACQUES RICHEMONT

LES PIONNIERS ET COUFRES DE LA COUTURE

PRESIDENT:
M. ÉDOUARD LUCIEN RICHEMONT

SECRETARIAT:
M. ALBERT LUCIEN RICHEMONT
M. ANDRÉ LUCIEN RICHEMONT
M. JEAN LUCIEN RICHEMONT
M. JACQUES LUCIEN RICHEMONT
M. JACQUES LUCIEN RICHEMONT

COMMUNICATIONS DE
LA DISTINGUÉE SOCIETÉ DES COMMERÇANTS DU DIAMANT

M. RICHELIEU
M. SÉVIGNÉ
M. DE LAMARTINE
M. DE SÉVIGNÉ
M. DE LA MURAT
M. DE LAMARTINE
M. DE SÉVIGNÉ
M. DE LA MURAT

"CONNAISSANCE DES PIERRES PRECIUSES" PRESENTÉE

"JOYEUX DE FRANCE"

COLLECTION DE MINÉRAUX ET MINERAUX PARISIENS

TEXTES DE JEAN COCTEAU DE L'ACADEMIE FRANÇAISE

PHILOLOGUE DE LA SOCIÉTÉ DE L'ACADÉMIE FRANÇAISE

RÉALISATION DE MARC DOUAYE

1er LIVRE LUXEMBOURG DE 1962

dela Région Nationale Renault

PREMIER PRIX DE LA TOMBOLA

SECOND PRIX

TROISIÈME PRIX

QUATRIÈME PRIX

CINquiÈME PRIX

SIXIÈME PRIX

JEUX DE VIEUX ORIGINES PAR LE COMMERCE D'OR PARISIEN

HUITIÈME PRIX

IXIÈME PRIX

IIÈME PRIX
the Family and Child Services and
L'Entéide Française
with its record their thanks to the many persons
who contributed to the success of this program
Crescendo
by
Lanvin
the best perfume to offer
SYNDICAT
DES FABRICANTS DE SOIERIES
DE LYON

GROUPE HAUTE NOUVEAUTE

Au service de l'élégance, de la qualité et du goût français

VAN CLEEF & ARPELS
World Famous French Jeweler

OUR TRADITION
Elegant Quality... Excellent Craftmanship... Superior Design

35, PLACE TOULON - LYON - FRANCE
SOCIETE GENERALE
ROUEN 1905

Head Office: 29 BLVD. HAUSMANN
Paris, France

NEW YORK BRANCH
A French Bank in the United States
66-68 WALL STREET
NEW YORK

Germaine Montierk is happy to commemorate the arrival of the "S/S France" and at the same time to acknowledge her debt to France for the inspiration behind her cosmetics and perfumes.

L'ESPRIT DE FRANCE

"Toujours!" Bloomingdale's
La dauphine de la route salue la reine de la mer

VIVE LE FRANCE!

Champagne was created for this

PIPER-HEIDSIECK
Here comes France

Among France's best ambassadors of good will and good living are her wines and spirits. A dynamic producer of liqueurs is the famous firm of Jean-Pierre Guérin, located in Vichy. Jean-Pierre Guérin's company continually seeks to introduce new and appealing liqueurs to the discriminating palate. The***"***Champ de France***"*** is the most recent liqueur to be introduced to the market. The liqueur is a blend of carefully selected young and older brandy, from the finest vineyards, all aged in oak casks for at least five years. The***"***Champ de France***"*** is an excellent aperitif and a fine accompaniment to all meals. It is served chilled and is excellent with all types of cheeses and cured meats. The***"***Champ de France***"*** is sure to please the most discriminating palate.

Guerlain

Maison Pierre de France

Address: 28 West 23rd Street, New York 11, N.Y.  * Phone 5-5589

Offset Lithography • Direct Mail • Sales Promotion

Our large modern plant is one of the most complete in the metropolitan area. It is devoted to the economical production and distribution of quality sales promotion and publication material. * Serving the French Government for more than 30 years.
More people have flown Air France to Paris than any other airline!

AIR FRANCE
Public relations personnel ready to serve you in New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Montreal and Mexico City.

Presence

HOUBIGANT
Paris 08, 17 F, Flfganguy, R. Houbigant, depuis 1775

JANSEN
INCORPORATED
DECORATION-ANTIQUES
1 EAST 57TH STREET NEW YORK
P. MANNO-DIRECTOR
THE Drake
NEW YORK

is proud to support
"L'Entraide Francaise"
for the benefit of Family
and Child Services... and
wishes to compliment the
distinguished committee
for their successful efforts
in behalf of this most
worthy cause.

Mae Holtz
General Manager

Park Ave. at 59th St., N.Y. 21, N.Y.

These are the 700 best made cars in the world.
One of them costs only $2995 complete.

It is made by Peugeot. It is made in New York.
You could own one of the world's best cars
for only $2995 complete. The Peugeot
is produced by Peugeot Motors, Inc.,
99 Park Avenue, New York. The Peugeot
is only the best car for the best driver.

CHANEL

THE MOST VALUABLE NAME IN PERFUME

CHANEL
Avec
les
compliments
de
Robert Meyzen
Fred Decre
Propriétaires

Compliments

of
Schlumberger Ltd.

Houston, Texas

Citroën

Genuine to Europe. For a list, only delivered there. Keep a home for further articles.
For detailed delivery instructions and additional literature, order:
Citroën Cars Corporation, Dept. 2, 300 Park Avenue, New York 22, New York.
COMPLIMENTS
DES
PARFUMS CARON
PARIS-NEW YORK

A
Friend of
France

COMPAGNIE MARITIME
DES
CHARGEURS REUNIS
C.R.LINES
UNION AEROMARITIME
DE
TRANSPORT
U.A.T.

3 BROADWAY, NEW YORK